**MY HOBBY**

Hobby is something that we do for joy and delight. We live in the world of struggle and effort. Man has to toil the whole day for his survival. He usually needs some pleasant activity to lessen the burden of this boredom. Such an activity is called a hobby. Different people adopt different hobbies. I do many things at my spare time but the thing which attract me the most is gardening.

“God Himself first planted a garden. And it is the purest of humane pleasure.” Say Francis bacon

I live in a big city where life is very noisy. There I no place of real peace and calm. Therefore I have made a lawn in front and garden at back of my house. In the garden I have planted different kind of trees and flowers.

The flowers show different shades of colours and give out sweet smell. The green trees, Grassy lawn, various colours of flowers and the front wall covered with green mistletoe add to beauty of my house.

The fountain plays in the middle of my garden. When its sprinkles its shower it looks charming. The clean grass of my lawn also looks wonderful. In the morning when, I walk on the grass wet with due drops I feel fresh and happy. When these due drops shire in the sunshine these look like the pearls.

I daily devote some of my time for the maintenance of garden. I big the beds of flowers trim the gross and apply manure to the plants. I also white wash trunks of trees and spray the plants. I love to work and sit in my garden and lawn.

I also participate actively in the “Plantation Scheme of Government “every year. I have planted hundreds of trees throughout the city. After planting these trees, I also take care of them.
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